
FACTS ABOUT CHINESE WRITING

Learn Chinese, Mandarin Chinese course, recommended Chinese language schools. All Chinese dialects share one
writing system of about symbols.

If you are going to learn Chinese, they focus on the characters that symbolises the sounds of every word. Some
characteristics of Chinese language Chinese is a tonal language The meaning of a word changes according to
its tone. The oldest inscriptions are from the Shang Dynasty c. This allows you to focus more on other, more
pressing issues, such as memorizing 2, different characters. From Portuguese, it was quickly assimilated into
other European languages. Various terms, too, help express deference and are used when speaking to an older
or especially respected person. The Chinese language contains a vast amount of characters â€” and some
advanced dictionaries place the number is even higher! For example, did you know that Chinese has no verb
tenses, no distinction between singular and plural, and no alphabet? The Chinese writing system is notoriously
difficult for English speakers to master, as it does not contain a segmental alphabet. Are Chinese characters
built on a specific system? Mandarin is the most widely spoken form of Chinese. However, Hong Kong never
quite got with the program. In Chinese, it can be slightly confusing when talking about words. This is not so in
the majority of countries. There are no tenses or verbs. Chinese is typed by turning syllables into characters.
Strictly speaking, the term Chinese refers to the Chinese language and literature from the 6th cent. If you are
having a hard time in speaking the language and would like to practice, using tongue twisters can be a great
option. The characters being used may represent physical objects, abstract notions, and even a sound. This can
cause some serious errors for Chinese learners. Additionally, in the western countries, Chinese is becoming
the fastest growing second language. Send us a quick inquiry for more information about Chinese classes in
your area. Very Different Language If you have been trying to learn Asian languages, you will find a lot of
similarities between the Korean and Japanese languages. Even so, with over million native speakers, the
standard Chinese recognized as Mandarin Chinese, is the most widespread Sino-Tibetan language among the
languages of Asia, which became popular during the Manchu dynasty in Beijing more details below. The
meaning of the characters is immediately recognized which is also possible by having less grammar items like
conjunctions.


